“FenderBender allows me to access information and stories about the industry from the beautiful Big Sky country of Montana. We don’t feel so far from innovation and industry trends. I love reading about success stories and grabbing important tools and processes from each shop owner and industry leader alike.”
— MATTHEW MCDONNELL, OWNER, BIG SKY COLLISION, BILLINGS, MONT.

“FenderBender helps me run my business by allowing me to read stories about other shops. We often have a similar dynamic and it’s refreshing to see that we are doing things right. The magazine has given me ideas and provided resources that we currently use, such as Estify. Since implementation of those things, it has changed the way that we do business. We read every issue and pinpoint certain articles for the staff depending on their department. All new hires are now required to read FenderBender magazine.”
— ADRIAN WRIGHT, OWNER, WRIGHT ONE PAINT AND BODY SHOP, AUGUSTA, GA.

“With our industry evolving constantly, FenderBender is a great resource for updates on the latest trends, current news and technology.”
— TWILA HARRIS, OWNER, AUTO ART BODY SHOP, NASHVILLE, TENN.

“I like FenderBender because it gives me insight into what our industry is, and where it is going. It allows me to look into other successful shops so that I can better mine. Our industry needs education for the future like never before, and this magazine is one of my go-to tools I use to gain education and inspiration to adapt to our ever-changing industry.”
— CHASE MILLER, OWNER, MILLER BODY AND CHASSIS, WAYNETOWN, IND.